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Characteristics
Perceptually uniform ✔
Perceptually ordered ✔
Colour-vision-deficiency (CVD) friendly ✔
Readable as black and white print ✔
Provided in all major formats ✔
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Instructions
Using the .mat format (MatLab)
Load the colour map into MatLab, either by adding the .mat file to the MatLab search path and using the
command:
load('davos.mat');

or by specifying the full file path to the .mat file:
load('~/work/Colormaps/davos.mat');

Then use it, for example, with:
figure(1)
colormap(davos)
colorbar

Using the file-exchange app (MatLab)
A convenient MatLab package provided by Chad Greene containing the full scientific colour-map suite is
available on MatLab file exchange.

Using the .cpt format (GMT)
The file davos.cpt can be resampled for a given z-value range with the Generic Mapping Tools (GMT;
http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/) command "makecpt".
For example to resample for an array from -2000 to 2000 in 100 increments you could generate a new file
with:
$makecpt -Cdavos.cpt -T-2000/2000/100 > davos_resampled.cpt

Using the .ct format (VisIt)
The file davos.ct can imported to VisIt by placing the .ct file in the .visit directory, which can be found on

macOS under e.g.,:
/Applications/VisIt.app/Contents/Resources/ ...
... 2.12.3/darwin-x86_64/resources/colortables

The colour map should appear in the built-in list after VisIt has been restarted.

Using the .mat format (Mathematica)
ColorMapSuitePath = "/Path/To/ColourMapSuite/";
ColorMapSuite[name_String] := ColorMapSuite[name, -1]
ColorMapSuite[name_String, el_] := With[{
list =
Transpose@{Subdivide[0, 1, 255],
RGBColor @@@
First@Import[
ColorMapSuitePath <> "/" <> name <> "/" <> name <> ".mat"]}
},
Blend[list, {##}[[el]]] &
]

The function call ColorMapSuite["name", i = -1] returns a lambda function whose ith argument
is used to define color (see the Manual for ColorFunction for details). "name" should be replaced
with the name (in quotes) of the color scheme, e.g. "davos" . Be sure to set the variable
ColorMapSuitePath to the path where your ColorMapSuite is installed.
General rules are:
1D plots of 1D functions/data: no (default) argument i suffices
2D plots of 2D functions/data: no (default) argument i suffices
3D plots of 2D functions/data: use i = 3
3D plots of 3D functions/data: use i = 4 (results might be worse than default Mathematica color
functions, possibly due to lack of surface normal mapping)
ContourPlot[Sin[x] Sin[y], {x, 0, 2 Pi},
{y, 0, 2 Pi}, ColorFunction -> ColorMapSuite["davos"]]

Using the .xml format (QGIS)
Load the colour-map into QGIS in:
Settings > Style manager > Import/Export > Import symbol(s) > select the xxx_QGIS.
xml file.

Using the .txt format (Python)
Step 1: Load colour-map data
Load the colour-map data into Python using numpy.loadtxt() :
import numpy as np
cm_data = np.loadtxt("CBname.txt")

Step 2: Set up colour map
Use matplotlib.colors.LinearSegmentedColormap() to create a colour map that can be used
with matplotlib.
from matplotlib.colors import LinearSegmentedColormap
CBname_map = LinearSegmentedColormap.from_list(’CBname’, cm_data)

Complete example:
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib.colors import LinearSegmentedColormap
cm_data = np.loadtxt("CBname_RGB(0-1).txt")
CBname_map = LinearSegmentedColormap.from_list(’CBname’, cm_data)
x = np.linspace(0, 100, 100)[None, :]
plt.imshow(x, aspect=’auto’,cmap=CBname_map)
plt.axis(’off’)
plt.show()

Using the .py format (plotly)
Plotly versions of the scientific colour-maps are provided by Emilia are available at
https://github.com/empet/scientific-colorscales.
The plotly scientific colour-maps (see the file scicolorscales.py ) were created by converting the
provided .py file of each colour map.
Direct applications and some scientific tests are illustrated in this Jupyter Notebook:
http://nbviewer.jupyter.org/github/empet/scientific-colorscales/blob/master/Tests-for-scientificcolorscales.ipynb.

Using the .xml format (d3)

An instruction to convert the .xml format to d3's internal representation is provided by Philippe Rivière at
https://beta.observablehq.com/@fil/colormaps.

Using the scico package (R)
scico (https://travis-ci.org/thomasp85/scico; pronounced as "psycho") is a small package developed by
Thomas Lin Pedersen that provides access to the scientific colour-maps within R. It provides scales for
ggplot2 without requiring ggplot2 to be installed.
scico can be installed from CRAN with install.packages('scico') . If you want the
development version then install directly from GitHub:
# install.packages("devtools")
devtools::install_github("thomasp85/scico")

For further details and user instructions are included in a README file within scico .

Software with built-in versions
StagLab
GMT
TopoToolbox
SubMachine
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License

This colour map is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License
Copyright (c) 2018, Fabio Crameri All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that
the following conditions are met:
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS
OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

